PREFACE

As agricultural geography deals with agronomic Spatial Variations in their multilateral context, its scope and relevance can hardly be overstressed. It is exceedingly getting important in contemporary economic planning. The data provided by the agrographist provides even significant feed-back to the administrator and strategist. In view of the same, the developed countries have undertaken an extensive surveys of their agricultural potential in order to provide corrective infrastructural measures for enhancing the production and thereby arrive at a higher levels of economic development and political stability. Asian countries have yet to fully analyse their agrographic data. The pressing needs of development demand that such data based research be provided and streamlined with a view to foster economic growth.

The present work analyses the levels of agricultural productivity as well as the growth characteristics in terms of existing Variations both in space and time within the context of Syria. Since the yield level is not uniform and it varies from one region to another, therefore the magnitude of regional Imbalances has also been studied. The regional variations in foodgrain production along with unequal distribution of land are the different dimensions of the problem. In order to solve these problems the growth in area production and yield,
the relationship between output and input levels, the surplus marginal areas of food production, the productivity relationships of food availability have also been studied in a cross regional framework. The environmental technological and institutional factors are deemed to be mainly responsible for the emergence of regional variations and imbalances in agricultural output.
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